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A. Elsenia Soders Johnson, B. s., Prairie
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School, Marlin, Texas.
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civic and religious activities and serves in many capacities for the elevation of her r acial group.
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clubs, and Red cross.
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FOREWORD
This program has been prepared as a result of concentrated effort and extensive research under the direction of the Professor of English at Prairie View Graduate
School.

Conferences were held with the members of the

staff of the English Department at Prairie View Graduate
School, and interviews with the Secretary of the Marlin
Chamber of Commerce and the Custodian of books in the
office of the superintendent of Falls Collllty schools were
made.
standardized tests were given to the experimental
group and to the control group.

Questionnaires were

answered by both groups and literary selections to be used
in the proposed program have been tried with the experi-

mental group.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Plan.

The program is planned to meet, as nearly as

possible, the individual interests and abilities of the
pupils of the ninth grade.

It offers opportunities for

choice of materials and for correlation of subject matter
from other fields of study.

The activities suggested are

intended to make the work in English applicable to life
situations.

Provision has been made for the development

of the thinking of the students through oral and written
composition.
The guiding principles and materials used are in
keeping with the trend of modern methods of teaching the
Language Arts in secondary schools.

The work is planned

for the ninth grade of the Booker T. Washington High
School, Marlin, Texas.
Reasons for Undertaking~ study.

The writer has

taught English in the Booker T. Washington High School at
Marlin for many years and has watched with keen interest
the varying degrees of development of the students in the
activities in which language is re uired.

The strong

points as well as the weak ones have been observed.

The

promotions and the retardations in the English classes

l

2

have been studied and carefully compared with the promotions and retardations of the same pupils in other classes.
It was learned that some of the young people who had failed
to comprehend the work in the English classes in school
were able to grasp ideas and play well their parts in life
situations after leaving school.

Therefore, the opinion

was formed that the weakness must have been in the teaching
of the Language Arts, and the work of investigation began.
By the study of modern methods in the teaching of
English, the defects in the program of Language Arts of
the Booker T. Washington High School were disclosed and
the task of making a proposed program for the first year
high school class in Language Arts (the ninth grade) was
undertaken.

The proposed program is based on the prin-

ciples, materials, and suggestions taken from the best
contemporary thought and practice regarding the teaching
of English in secondary schools.

on the basis of ex-

perimentation of the ninth grade program, the revision
of the Language Arts program in the entire high school is
planned.
Aims of the Program.

The aims of the ninth grade

proposed Language Arts program are as follows:
1. To help each student meet, as effectively as
possible, circumstances involving the use of

3

language. 1
2. To prepare the pupil for life by giving him

what he needs and permitting him to be the
one who designates his needs based upon his
desires. 2
3. To stimulate the studentts interest in ob-

serving, thinking, talking, and reading so
that he will become informed and be able to
help others by his own ideas and will find
himself possessed of all the ability he needs
~

to communicate.~
4. To train the pupil to have a respect for the
language he uses, to have special aims in
literary study, and in the study of composition.4
Some of the aims of the program will be seen on the
chart which follows.

l
woods, L.A., Language Arts, Bulletin 396, Texas Department of Education, p. 9.
2

Broening, A. M., Conducting Experiences in English,
Chapter on "Conclusion".
~

4

Ibid., p. 33.
Ibid., p. 33.

4

"Te purpose o the Language Arts program is to help
each child meet as effectively as possible life si~uations
involving the use of Language. These situations involve
etti
ideas and ex ressin ideas".
noett'i ng Ideas Requires
Abilit To
• Respond to experiences
• Read accurately the printe
page
• use the necessary study
techniques.

Expressing Ideas Requires
Abilit To
• Organize ideas into related thought patterns
• use grammar as means of
A. Aiding expression
of thought
B. Expressing one•s
self in good form
• Use punctuation and
capitalization to group
thought and elements
• Spell conventionally
correctly
• Write legibly
• Choose words which express exactness of
mean
"·

"These Abilities Will Be Developed Through
1. Units of experience from

all subject fields requiring information which
can be gained from reading
2. Units organized on the
basis of child interest
around which literature
can be grouped

• Situations in which
people express themselves in oral and writ
ten form in school and
out of school
• Understanding the techniques of effective
expression
• Drill in fixing abilities unrelated to tho
but expressing conventional correctness".

CHART I
PURPOSE AND PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT5

5

woods, L.A • .QE_. Cit., p. 10.

5
Meaning ~ Components

2f. Language ~ -

The inter-

relationship of mankind is of such nature that there
must be a means by which men express themselves and understand the expression of others.

The techniques by which

these communications are made are called the Arts of
Expression.

The most essential and fundamental of the

Arts of Expression are called the Language Arts.

Though

not the first chronologically, they are the primary Arts
of Expression.

They consist of reading, speaking, writ-

ing, and listening, and become ends in themselves.

These

major techni~ues are supplemented by spelling, penmanship
or typing, and grammar.
always means to the end.6

The supplementary techniques are
According to wood :

The language arts seem to fall into two intimately
related major divisions. These are reading and expression. Reading may be divided into two groups:
work-type or informational and recreatory or leisure
time which includes the subject of literature. Expression is usually divided into oral and written and
includes the subjects of composition, debate, dramatics, grammar, penmanship and spelling. Furthermore,
the languag~ arts include both sound ideas and effective
expression.7
Correlation of I,anguage Arts !Q:1h Other subjects fil!!
Life Situations.

Since most of the activities in school

6

wood, H.B., "Language Artsn, Curriculum Bulletin,
No. 5, pp. 1-5.
7

.I.ill·,

p. 5.

6

life, such as social affairs, assembly programs, clubs,
school and class enterprises, and the school paper, require the use of the Language Arts, the proposed program
combines the life experiences with study and drill.a
The oral and written work in composition draws material from other classes.

The program includes readings

from other subject fields in the development of the
units.

Readings which illustrate the items in the units

are used in the English course.

In similar manner the

principles developed in the Language Arts program are
extended into other fields of knowledge; 9 for example,
note-taking, outlining or preparing reports on research
projects as in units I and

rv.

Literature is integrated and correlated with other
subject fields, especially with the social sciences, that
the pupils may learn not merely the names of the works of
authors and dates of certain events, but the bigger thing the concept of civilization.10

THE BACKGROUND
8

Hatfield,
Chapters I-II.
9

21.

w.,

,A!l Experience curriculum _!B English,

weeks, Ruth Mary, A correlated Curriculum, pp. 20-

10
Utterback, Elizabeth, "A senior High school English
Program", English Journal, December, 1941, p. 815.

7

Some Aspects of fil_ Sociological Background.

Falls

Collllty, named for the falls of the Brazos River which
traverses it, lies in the heart of Central Texas.ll

Of

the 38 1 771 inhabitants of the county, ten percent are illiterate.

These figures include a Negro population of

12,515 of whom thirteen percent are illiterate.12
Marlin, the county seat, is famed for its mineral
waters and has an annual influx of health seekers and
visitors of 150,000. 13 Its population is 6,542. The 210
business enterprises, hospitals, hotels,"clinics, bath
houses, stores, shops, and offices furnish most of the
employment.

In the fall season, harvesting of crops ads

to the means of livelihood.

There are many churches and

a few places of amusements.

Among the colored people,

there are clubs and other organizations which serve as a
nucleus for civic improvement and social activities.
The only accredited four year high school for
Negroes in Falls County is the Booker T. Washington School
at Marlin which has twenty-one teachers and, 1 1 026 pupils.
The high school students come from the various elementary

ll

Texas Almanac, 1941-42 1 p. 440.

12
Population Bulletin, Third Edition, "Texas",
United States Department of Commerce.
13
Texas Almanac, 1941-42, p. 440.

8

schools and non-accredited high schools in the county.
Preparatory to making the ninth gr ade proposed program and in order that the teacher of Language .Arts may
have a working knowledge of the pupils entering high
school, the questionnaire which follows was prepared and
given to each member of the class in September, 1941.
The answers were brought in one week later.
-QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NINTH GRADE PUPILS1. What is your fath erts occupation?
2. What is your mother's occupation?
3. Do you live with your parents or are you rooming
here to attend school?
4. If you are rooming, what is the occupation of the
head of the home in which you live?
5. Do you have access to the newspapers, magazines,
and books in the home?
6. What newspapers are subscribed for in the home?

7. What newspapers are sometimes in the home?
8. What magazines are subscribed for in the home?
9. What magazines do you sometimes have at home?

10. What magazines do you like best?

11. Make a list of all the books in the home where

you are during the school year?
Forty-nine pupils in the ninth grade brought in
answers to the questionnaire above.

The information

9

gained 1s shown in Tables I and II.

TABLE I
OCCUPATION OF FATHERS
classification

Frequency of Mention

Farmer
unskilled laborer
Minister
Automobile mechanic
Ranchman
Masseur
carpenter
Cleaner and presser
Concrete finisher
Hotel porter
Railway station porter
Bank porter

17

Total

48

16
4
2
2

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

TABLE II
OCCUPATION OF MOTHERS
Classification

Frequency of

Housekeeper
Unskilled laborer
Cook
seamstress
Maid
Teacher
Poultryman
Nurse

15

Total

44

ention

9
6
5
4
3

l
l

Thirteen pupils lived 1n households other than with
their parents.

The occupation in which these householders

10

are engaged in is shown in Table III.
TABLE III
OCCUPATION OF HOUSEHOLDERS
Classification

Frequency of Mention

Teacher
Farmer
Undertaker and embalmer
Maid
unemployed
Total

l
l
l
9

1
13

From the data received from t he answers to the
questionnaire, the opinion is gained that occupational
interests of the parents and guardians have much to do
with the reading material that the pupils have access to.
The reading material found in the homes and those
materials liked best by pupils are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV

READING MATERIAL FOUND IN HOMES STUDIED
AND THOSE MATERIALS LIKED BEST BY
STUDENTS
Names

Frequency of Mention

papers subscribed for in Homes:
Not any
Marlin Dail¥ Democrat
waco Times Herald
Dallas Mornilt ~
Waco News Tr une
naIIasEipress (colored)

21
11
10
7

3
2

ll

TABLE IV (Continued)
Names

Frequency of Mention

Waco Messenger (colored)
crirI"stian Recorder
Houston Chronicle
Pittsburg Courier (colored)

1
1
1
1

papers sometimes in the Homes:
Marlin Daily Democrat
Waco Times Herald
'iioiiston chronicle
Dallas Morn:Qig News
Waco Tribune
Not any
Fort worth star Telegram
"p'It"'£sburg courier (colored)
~ Messeaer (colored)
Houston Pos
The call~lored)
Marlin Record

12
11
11
11
7
3
3
3
2
2

l
l

Magazines Subscribed for in Homes:
Not any
Life
Progressive Farmer
Farmer's Stockman
country Gentleman
Captir, s Farmer
Col erts Magazine
True story
Comfort
Time
Newsweek
Better Homes and Gardens
House Beautifu
Womants Home Companion
McCallts"""'iagazine

28
3
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
l
1
l
1
1

Magazines Sometimes in the Homes:
Life
True story
s'aturday Evening Post
Libertz
Look
Good House Keeping

14
13
7
6
6
6

12

TABLE IV (continued)
Names

Frequency of Mention

Red Book
Not any
Time
'Nesweek
Comics
.American
Progressive Farmer
woman's nay
Es~uire
La Ies Home Journal
Parents~ stories

6
6
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Magazines Liked Best by Pupils:
True stories

nre
No choice

Saturday Evening Post
Look
country Gentleman
Comics
Rotarian
other Magzaines Selected
(one each)

18
7
5
3

2
2
l
l
12

Books in the Homes:
Dictionaries
Bibles
Fiction (by standard
authors 14 )
Fiction (by non-standfsd
authors )

57
49
30

23

14

standard authors: Hawthorne, Poe, QtHenry,
George Eliot, Tackeray, Kipling, Hardy, Conrad, Irving,
Dickens, and others are listed.
15
Non-standard authors: Josephine Hall, w. B.
Flemming, M. Finley, M. Sidney, and others whose names
are not given in reference books.

13

TABLE IV (Continued)
Frequency of Mention

Names

Essays and Articles
(by standard authors)
Etquette
Sunday School Commentaries
Encyclopedias
other Reference sets
cook Books
Shakespearers Dramas
Volumes of Poetry (by
standard authors)
Biography (not of Negroes)

8
7
7
6
4
4
4
4
4

Table rv shows that all the pupils who live in
homes where the parents or guardians are ministers, teachers, or skilled laborers reported subscriptions to newspapers and magazines.
scriptions.

Many of them have several sub-

The same types of homes contained encyclopedias

and other reference books, books by and about Negroes,
books on etiquette, biography, essays, fiction, poetry, and
drama by standard authors. 16
The data also show that the types of literature
that most children prefer is influenced greatly by the
kind of material they come in contact with most.

In the

forty-nine cases under consideration, twenty-one homes

16
The classification of authors given in the questionnaires as standard and non-standard is based upon names
found in texts, encyclopedias, and other reference works.

14

have no subscriptions to newspapers; twenty-eight have
no subscriptions to magazines.

In three of these homes,

no newspapers of any kind are bought, and in six of them,
no magazines of any kind are found.

From the homes that

make no provision for newspapers and magazines, there are
five students who have no choice of magazines.

In the

meantime, it was found that the homes where the parents
or guardians are porters or maids in hotels have more
different kinds of newspapers and magazines in them, but
not subscribed for.

In these homes, live thirteen of the

eighteen children who prefer~ stories.

Of the eight-

een children who prefer~ stories, only one is a boy.
Four of the seven who like Life best are boys; both who
prefer Look are boys.

The other preferences are un-

noticeably distributed as to sex.
The general information received from the questionnaire suggested the idea that if the proper kind of
literature is made available to children, in most cases
t he choice of reading material will be wholesome.

rt

is

upon this assumption that the proposed program of Language
Arts for the ninth grade aims to surround the pupils entering high school with wholesome literature.

The exe-

cution of the program will necessitate the constant use
of the material on hand and will create a need for more

15

extensive reading and listening.

The extension of work is

intended to develop abilit ies in oral and written expression.

CHAPTER II
ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM
Primary Objective:

To help the pupils entering high

school get an understanding of the importance of
English.
Theme o f ~ course:
overview:

services of English.l

The course will be developed by means of

units built upon the plans of experimental teaching, "leaning definitely toward preparation for
practical and pleasurablen. 2

Each unit is de-

signed to prepare the pupils to cope with the
experiences they must undergo in the various
phases of life.

Each unit is planned to cover a

periodfs work.

The periods consist of six weeks

each.
The table on the following page indicates t he title
of each unit and the skills and techniques used in the development.
1

Graham, G. and McCracken,
Clearing House, December, 1939.
2

~

L.,

"The Good Life", The

Cross, E. A. and Carney, E., Teaching English
High School, 1940, p. 29.
3

in

wood,1. H.B., "Language Arts", curriculum Bulletin,
No. 5, p. lG.
16
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Suggested General Procedures in Present~ Materi-

ill•

A. Equip the English classroom with an adequate

classroom library and provide a browsing table.
B. Let individual needs, together with wise teacher
guidance, be the prime consideration in selecting material.

c.

Encourage informal conversational discussions
and free, sincere expression of student opinion.
D. Plan with the class to select certain basic
books to which the class as a whole has access and for
which it may reasonably be held responsible. work out
together some simple plan for the discussion of such
points as the following: the central idea, setting,
prupose bearing on everyday life.
E. Encourage supplementary leisure reading. Let
pupils devote occasional periods to browsin. Brief
records of the time so spent should be presented at
t he close of the semester.
F. Avoid detailed study and analytica l dissecting
of a simple piece of literature (a single collection
may be used as a guide for a more extensive reading of
a similar type).
· G. Help the student to find in litera ture one means
of broadening his interests, deepening his appreciation, and gaining a greater confiden ce in meeting social situa tion - e.g. assuming responsib ility for a
class progr am where outside spea k rs are gue s ts, entert aining a visiting class, • • • •

4

UNIT I 5

Primary Objective:

"To help the students to become fa-

4

Differentiated Course of study, Committee on English in secondary scliools, pp:-3-4.
5

. woods, H._B., Curriculum Bulletin, No. 5, w. w.
Hatfieldts Experience Curriculum, and sug gestions of Dr.
E. L. Sasser were used in adopting unit f ·o rm.

19

miliar with and oriented to the new environment of
high school lifen. 6
Enabling Objectives:

To become acquainted with class-

mates and the physical setup of the school.
Theme:

"Orientation".

Activities :
First week :
Have each student introduce himself to those
sitting near him. Ask each student to tell the
class his name and a few facts about himself.
Arrange groups in various parts 9f the room for
informal discussion of interest.
Have the class, guided by seniors, to make a
survey of the high school plant.
Have upper-class students to give special
talks concerning the regulations, various school
organizations and other interesting features.
Give the class an opportunity to ask questions.
Have a teacher drop in informally during the
discussions to speak of the traditions, standards
and aims of the school.a
second week :
Train to use the library; train on the care and
use of books and the importance of the parts of
6

Differentia ted course of study, Committee on English in secondary schools, p.7r6.
7

8

Ibid., p. 46.
Ibid., p. 46.

20

books.

Teach the use of a card catalogue, file

c ase , etc.

Test the ability to use the dic-

tionary for pronunciation, definition, etc.
Train in the use of the encyclopedia , and other
reference works.
Third week:

Give placement tests in the Languag e Arts.
Test to discover pupils' strength and weakness 9
in reading

ifferent materials in the work

reading type.

Practice in recognizing

nd iso-

lating the terms of a problem.
Fourth Week:
Drill in the use of the dictionary and encyclopedia .

Test to discover pupils' ability

in reading narration.
events.

Practice reading current

Train to vary r a te of reading according

to the purpose of reading.

Practice reading the

short story.
Fifth Week:
Listen to a short story over the radio.
tinue reading the short story.

9

Con-

Discuss t he

Syllabus in English, New York state Teachers, Department of Education, Albany, p. 21.

21

short story, its plot, characters.
Sixth week:
Discuss the authors of short stories.
reproductions of short stories in class.

Make oral
Make a

list of unfamiliar words mastered during the period.
use the words in sentences written in class.
Materials:
A. Available:

Purdue Placement Tests, Texts in

science, mathematics, the social sciences, and vocations, Comptonrs Pictured Encyclopedia - 1939,
Richardrs Encyclopedia - 1927, M dern American
En.cyclopedia - 1934, ~ w o r l d ~ Encyclopedia 1928, Home~ school Reference Books, Negro~

Book, Websterrs Unabridged Dictionary, New Census
Atlas of the world.
Texts:

Tresslerts English in Action, 1935 (Chap-

ters X, I, II), Boleniusr Widening Horizon, 1933
(pp. 1-58).
Magazines:

Scholastic (English edition), Clearing

House, English Journal, Opportunity.
Short Stories:

-

-

The FUrloined Letter and Other

-------

Tales from E. A. Poe, Tennessee's partner by Bret
Harte, Rosy Balm by Alice Brown, Complete set of
QtHenryts Short stories (10 volumes), story .Qf

~
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Thousand Year Pine by Enos A. Mills, Twice Told
Tales by Nathaniel Hawthorne, Sketch~ by Washington Irving.
Radio and phonograph.
B. Desired:
Appraisal:

Columbia Encyclopedia i n ~ Volume.

Do the pupils seem to be fitting into the

high school program?

Is there an apparent interest

in the use of the library?

ment in pronunciation?

rs

Is there any improveclass discussion or

conversation entered into with ease?

Have the pu-

pils acquired any degree of skill in reproducing
a short story?

can

they make a list of short

stories and their authors respectively?

UNIT II

Primary Objective:

To stimulate the student's interest

in mants social development and to create a desire
for an acceptable manner of expression in the
society of today.
Enabling Objectives:

To discern the differences in pres-

ent and past social affairs with regards to form
and conduct, to read for in:formatlon, to use the
telephone skilfully, to make interviews, conferences,
to receive and entertain guests, to participate
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in conversation, to perform introductions to strangers,
to take leave from social gatherings. 10
Theme:

"Social Affairsn

Activities: 11
First week:
compare present and past social customs of entertainment.

Make a written report on some his-

torical social functions.

Bring newspaper clippings

of recent social functions - public and private.
Make an oral report on the most elaborate social affair you have attended.
second week:
Plan the Fre~hman Party.
of conducting parties.
the class will give.

Read conventional form

Decide the kind of party
Write letters to secure per-

mission from the principal to have the party.
Third week:
Train the class in having interviews with the
homemaking teacher for menu, securing the

10

Syllabus in English, 1940, University of state
of New York, Department of IDiucation, pp. 86-90.
11

Tressler, J. c., English in Action, Book I (Activities are based upon exercisesgiven in this · text).
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services of musicians and kitchen help, telephoning
several stores for prices of materials needed, and
purchasing the commodities for the party.
Fourth week:
practic e receiving and entertaining guests, introducing and receiving introductions, t aking leave
from the party, and making and accepting apologies
and t hanks, giving appropria te ~uotations.
Fifth week:
PUt into execution the exercises drilled on and
actually have "The Fresbman Party", having t he interviews and conferences,making the telephone
c alls, and purchasing the commodities on different
days during the class periods.
Sixth week:
Have class discussions and comments on the party.
Write a letter to a friend telling about the party.
Write a news story for the school paper.
Materials:
A. Available:
~

™

and school Reference Books;

World Today~ Yesterday-Robinson, Smith, and

Breastel; Richardts Encyclopedia, 1937; Modern
.Alllerican Encyclopedia, 1934; Good Manners and
Right Conduct - McVenn; :Everyday Manners - Mac
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Millian; Wickedness of Modern society - Dewitt Talmage; Familiar Quotations - John Bartlett; Newspapers - Waco Times Herald, Houston Chronicle,
Marlin Democrat, Pittsburg Courier, Waco Messenger,
and D' llas Express.
Magazines:

Good Housekeeping, Hollandts, Opportu-

nity, Crisis, Progressive Farmer, Scholastic,
American Girl, Open Road f2!:. Boys, Newsweek, Clear~

House.

Texts:

Tressler, J.

c.,

English

l:!! Action~ Course I,

Revised 1935, Chapters VII-I-V and Bolenius, Emma,
Widening Horizons, pp. 61-68; 87-108; 110-113.
B. Desired:

Guide t o ~ History o f ~ United

states (National Museum), Washington, D.

c~

Brown,

Charlotte Hawkins, The Correct Thing To Do, To say,
To wear.
Appraisal:

DO the students seem to be interested in the

differences between the present and past methods of
conducting social affairs?

Is there any improve-

ment in the pupils' abiLities to make reports?
Has a desire to develop conversational ability been
promoted?
telephone?

Is there a more skillful use of the
Have pupils been helped in writing more

courteously, concisely, and correctly?

Have they

ac uired a desire to write social letters with
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personal effectiveness?

noes there seem to be more

ease in the performance of social tasks?

UNIT III
primary Objective:

To instill within the pupil an in-

terest in literature and literary activities and to
develop a desire for participation in literary
programs.
Enabling Objectives:

To read and appreciate different

types of literature.

To memorize and recite the

poetry of one•s choice.

To f ind the essential

points in essays, biographies, and other prose
selections.

To interpret poetry.

inal articles.

To write orig-

To speak before an audience without

stage frig~t or nervousness.

To select literary

programs on the radio systematically by means of
newspapers and other guides to programs.

To

criticize the literary work of each other in a
friendly, intelligent manner.
Theme:

"The Assembly Programnl2

Activities:
First week:

12
Cox,
minis~ration
Organization
79-80.

P. W. L. and R. E. Langfitt, rgh School .ag_supervision, p. 476; Doug ass, Harl R.,
anu
Administration
secondary .._schools
-of --------'-~~
_______ , pp •
~
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Find essays, biographies, articles, and declamations appropriate for the program.
second week:
Read poetry from which to select a poem to be
committed and presented.
Third week:

Read and discuss long narrative poems to retell
in the assembly.
phonograph.

Find literary records for the

Check radio programs that are avail-

able at the assembly hour.
Fourth week:
Write an original article on a subject from the
pupil's experience.

Revise the article according

to the teacherts suggestion.
the class.

Read the articles to

Make a list of new words in the article.

Fifth week:
Commit and recite declamations and poems.

Drill

on reading and declaiming.

strive to regulate
breathing or other speech defects, 13 giving exercises for control (Begin on vowel sounds l1ke nah";

13

Hay, R. M., "Correct Breathing Habits for Childrents Speech", Quarterly .rournal ~ Speech, Vol. 20,
p. 98.
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then exhale).

Give the class a speech model or

demonstration to include voice, pronunciation and
intonation. 14
Sixth week:
Let the class judge the selections and choose
the selections to appear at the next Assembly Program conducted by the class.

Present the program,

properly drilled, to the school.

Discuss the pre-

sentation and make news stories for the paper.
Term Examination.
Materials:
Available:

"Modern Essays, Autobiographies, Ar-

ticles" in Widening Horizons - Bolenius; Declamations and poetry from the same book.

Selections

from .American Authors - Payne; The Book of American
Poetry - J.

w.

Johnson; In Spite of Handicaps -

Bullock; Not Without Laughter, Hughes; :!IE. from
Slavery - B. T. Washington; Leading Opinions ,2!!
National Defense - Maxim; Selections~ Browning Browning; Poems - Browning; Tales of~ wayside Inn
and Poems - Longfellow; Poems~ Tales - Poe; Se-

14
Raubicheck, "Speech Improvement Program for Elementary schools", Quarterly Journal .2f Speech, vol. 20,
p. 534.
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lections from southern Poets; Selected Poems~
Shorter Poems - Tennyson; Pastime Poems !?z~ Busy
Doctor - Torbett; southern Poems - Weber.
Magazines: Crisis, Opportunity, Newsweek, American
Qi!:!, Open Road .:E2, Boys, Clearing House, English

Journal, ~uarterly Journal of Speech, Scholastic,
Progressive Farmer; Twice Told T les - Hawthorne;
Types o f ~ Short story - Hydrick; Essays - Emerson; Essays Every Child Should~ - Mabie.
Appraisal:

Do the students enjoy reading literature?

Do they voluntarily find materials and present them
to the instructor?

Do they show a decrease in

stage fright; in nervousness?

Are they becoming

speech conscious of themselves an
of others?

of the speech

Is there a noticeable improvement in

any defects of speech in the pupils?

Are pupils

able to give and receive class criticisms friendly?
Are they eager to present more assembly programs?

-------------

Evaluation of the work of the First Term:

The

work of the first term was measured by the following devices:

The PUrdue Placement Test was given for the

second time; the Prairie View Freshman Achievement Test
was given; written work of the first weeks in school was
compared with the written work of the last weeks of the
term; interviews, special talks and the telling of sto-
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ries were checked with those early in the term, and
general observation of new interests and appreciations
were made.
From these forms of measurement, it was learned
that the ninth grade pupils seemed to be easily adjusting themselves to the situation.

There was apparently

more interest in the work generally than there was before the proposed program was tried.

The examination

grades of the first term in the experimental group were
higher than the grades of the pupils of the first term
in the control group.15
UNIT 'IV

Primary Objective:

To give students an opportunity for

the development of poise and technique in the presentation and participation of group discussions.
Enabling Objectives: 16
mission to speak.
making a motion.
election.

To address the chairman for perTo use the conventional form of
To make a nomination during an

To preside over a meeting.

To record

15
It may be interesting to know that the teacher
proposing tne new program was not very happy to learn
that the experiment tended to indicate her work of former
years by the program used then had not been as efficient
as she had thought it to be; however, for the benefit of
the pupils, she is pleased ~o use the better program.
16
Hatfield,
lish, p. 171.

w. w.,

An Experience Curriculum in g_-
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the proceedings of a meeting.

To serve on commit-

tees and make committee reports.

To serve in the

groups most interesting to the individual that will
promote the development of his own uniqueness.17
Theme:

norganizationsn

Activities:
First week:
Discuss parliamentary usage from text and other
books.

Have the class form itself into a club,

elect officers, set time for meetings, and perform
other essential transactions.
second week:
Hold other meetings, giving practice in presiding, addressing the chair, being recognized before
speaking, recording minutes, and adjourning.

Di-

vide the club into groups according to the different
interests and hobbies.

Have each group elect its

chairman and secretary and appoint committees.
Have the class make syllabuses including the activities of all groups, the assignments, and other es-

17
p. 11.

Appy, Nelly, Pupils Are People, Chapter I,
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sentials.

The groups may be as follows: 18

Those

who are interested in:
Radio and Sports
Vocations
Literature
a. Periodicals
b. Bound Volumes
Third week:
Radio and Sports - The group may discuss their
favorite programs.

Each speaker may discuss one

program and answer such questions as:
like the program?
you learn from it?

What fun was in it?

Why did you
What did

was there too much advertising?

With a dummy microphone the members may broadcast
sports news of the city, state, and country.

The

group may debate such uestions as nrs there too
much advertising over the radio?", "Are Negro
Sports given a square deal in .America?n 19
Fourth week:
vocations 20 - Each pupil in the class will select a vocation: for instance, agriculture, den-

18
19
20

Tressler, J.

c.,

Ibid., p. 138.
Ibid., p. 138.

QE. •

..Q.!1., Unit IX, p. 138.
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tistry, plumbing, law, medicine, massage, horticulture.

After gaining material from people and

books, he will prepare a report including the following information:
1. work of a masseur (or other worker)
2. Opportunities in the field
3. Remuneration
4. Preparation desirable
5. Qualities of a successful masseur
6. Advantages and disadvantages of the
vocation
The reports are read to the class.

The class

will ask questions and discuss the individua l reports.
Fifth week:
Literature - A. Periodicai. 21
discuss periodical literature.

The group will

Different types of

periodicals will be brought to class and discussed
in the following manner:
1. FUrpose
2. Class of readers appealed to
3. Price
4. Illustrations
21

Ibid., p. 138
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5. Articles and stories
6. Advertisements

7. Reasons for its success

some of the pupils may retell an unusual story
or reproduce an article in their favorite periodical.
Have pupils write original stories or articles to
be sent for publication in magazines or in the
school periodica1.22
B. Bound Volumes. 23

Each member of the book

loverts group will discuss a book he has read
recently, retelling an entertaining incident - not
the whole book.

Some of the speakers may read

their incidents.
Sixth week:
Have pupils to write letters impersonating
characters in the books read. 24

Make a list of

picture making words found in the books read.
Arrange and present the syllabuses made of the
periodts ·work.

Stress accuracy and conciseness of

22
Merrielees, L. R., Teaching Composition and Literature, Chapter x.
23

Tressler, J.C., .QE. Cit., Unit VIII.
24

A display of interesting books will be made preceding the assignment.
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note

taking and precis making. 25

Materials:
A. Available:

"The Class As A Clubn, Tresslerts

English in Action, Course I, Encyclopedias and
Reference Books (the same as in Unit I), Robert's
Rules of Order, Radio, Daily Newspapers ( the same
as in Unit II), Magazines:

Newsweek, Progressive

Farmer, American Girl, Open Road to Boys, Readerts
Digest, Crisis, Opportunity, Saturday Evening Post,
English Journal, Quarterly Journal of Speech,
Clearing House, Time, scholastic, Life, and United
states News.
Books:

Treasure Island - Stevenson, Silas Marner -

Eliot, The Good Earth - Buck, Luck of Roaring
Camp - Harte, Seven Iron Men - De Kruif, Little
women - Alcott, Negro Makers of History - Woodson,
Black souls - DuBois, Godrs Tombones - J.

w.

John-

son, The Bent Twig - Canfield, Not Without Laughter Hughes, Mambats Daughters - Heywood, and many
others.
B. Desired:

A public address system and recording

machine.
Appraisal:

Do the students enjoy the meetings?

25
Tressler, J.C., QE_. Cit., Unit VIII.

Do they
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respond promptly by making motions, nominating officers?
side?

Do they show signs of learning to preDo they show improvement in their activi-

ties in the school societies?

Are they apparently

interested in this phase of work?
UNIT V
primary Objective:

To enjoy and share in friendly con-

tests.
Enabli~ Objectives:
tudes.

To find studentsr individual apti-

To strengthen self-reliance.

library more skilfully.

To use the

To develop all the skills

and techniques in the Language Arts.
Theme:

"Literary Contestsn.

Activity:

The Interscholastic League

First week:
Discuss the Interscholastic League of previous
years.

Display banners, pennants, and trophies.

Engage in conversation concerning special talents
of former students.

Divide the class into groups

according to individual interests.

Find material

for declaimers, debaters, essayists, dramatists,
and musicians.
second week:
Drill in the use of the dicitionary, finding the

37
spelling, pronunciation, and definition of the
words.

Discuss and practice letter formation in

penmanship.

Test in vocabulary development.

practice paragraphs of silent reading and expression of the thought.
Third week:
Practice interpretation and expression in oral
reading. 26 Drill on the one-act drama. Practice
writing es~ays according to league regulations.
Train the declaimers and debaters.

Drill music-

memory contestants by using the radio, phonograph,
and piano.

Have students listen to selections and

supply the titles.
Fourth week:
Discuss posture, stage and decorum.

Give ex-

ercises in voice and breath control and pbrasing. 27
Continue practices and drills on all groups, giving
general and individual activities.
Fifth week:
Select judges by student vote in regular parlia-

26
and 2.

Tresidder, Argus, Reading to Others, Chapters 1

27

p. 18.

Mulgrave, D., Speech~ Classroom Teachers, 1939 1
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mentary form.

Train on the work of the judges.

present the contestants in elimination contest.
Have judges serve as trained and make their reports.
Have some pupils to present the awards and the
recipients to accept them.
Sixth week:
Comments and Criticisms, Remedial work, Reports
for the newspapers.
Materials:
A. Available:

Radio, Phonograph, Piano; Rules~

Regulations of ~ State Interscholastic Meet;
Widening Horizons - Bolenius, pp. 122-138; 279361; 457-539; Emersonrs Essays; English~ Action,
Unit VI; Plays

~

Pageants

f!:.2!!! 2

~

of

~

Negro - Richardson; Readings from Negro Authors Cromwell, TUrner, and Dykes.
B. Desired:

Debate~ Discussion - Carle B.

Spotts; About seventeen (one-act pl ys for high
school) - Mccarthy. 28
Appraisal:

noes the interest in literary contests re-

main at a high pitch?

Do many of the students

take part in the actual contests?

28

Ibid., p. 18.

no they learn
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to accept victory and defeat good naturedly?

Are

they developing literary appreciation or are they
merely enthusiastic over the social gathering?
Do the students who take this work win in any of
the literary contests at the state Interscholastic
League?

D<>

they apply this training in situations

other than school activities.
UNIT VI

Primary Objective:

To encourage pupils to form habits

of correct spelling, accurate reading, and standard
usage.
Enabling Objectives:
forms.

To center attention upon correct

To improve accuracy of word recognition.

achieve a high standard of speaking.

To

To regulate

the speech as to loudness, pitch, utterance, and
enunciation.
Theme:

"Habit Formationn29

Activities:

Preparation for vacation.

First week:
Discuss photo plays and ~avorite movie stars.
Write themes on "How to Select Shows for Enjoymentn
(Emphasize usage; watch for breaks in habit con29

Hatfield, W.W., .QE.. Cit., Part IV.
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nectives and review as the need demands). Drill on
correct spelling.

Write letters to friends, de-

scribing studentts vacation plans.

Check for cor-

rectly spelled contractions, use of verbs, and the
use of other parts of speech.
second week:
Discuss the probabilities of getting summer
work.

Plan and demonstrate interviews and con-

ferences with employers and employees that might
assist the pupil in getting work.

Write letters

of application (check for sentence sense and
sentence construction).

continue the work on parts

of speech as needed.
Third week:
Make and bring to class a list of incorrect expressions heard on the playground.

Make posters

of correct and incorrect expressions.

From the

file containing lists of misspelled words taken from
the themes written this term make a fre uency check
to see how many words have been habitually misspelled.

Arrange games, oral and written, that will af-

ford drills on the correct spelling of these repeated
errors.
Fourth week:

41

corrective wor

in Read1ng 3 o_ use periods of

silent reading followed by periods of discussion.
Assign problems that give practice in selecting
the essential points.

Ask questions to direct at-

tention to details that supplement the main ideas.
Have students formulate questions which will enable
them to differentiate between major and minor materials.

Practice reproducing content of short

selections found 1n text, pamphlets, magazines or
ne spapers.
Fifth week:
lead orally.

familiar words.

use dictionary to pronounce un(Syllabify - use phonetic element-

Compare sounds of unfamiliar words, diacritically
marked, with familiar ones.)

Drill on speech

(loudness, pleasantness, utterance, and enunciation).
Listen to examples of ngood", i.e. acceptable
speech by means of the radio or phonograph. 31

l;J

"'50

Tests and experience have proved that most of the
pupils who enter the ninth grade, Booker T. Washington
High School, need corrective work in reading. This special
phase of the program does not interfere with the constant
remedial wor~ with individuals.
31
Hatfield, V/. w., "Corrective Teach· ", Ql?_. Cit.
and "Remedial Reading', Bulletin 396, Texas Depanme~of
Education.
-
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Sixth week:
By the use of various methods give a general
check up on habit formation regarding the Language
Arts.

Final examination.

Materials:
A. Available:

Dictionary, Tresslerts English in

Action, Part II, Short selections of prose and poetry taken from Widening Horizons - Bolenius; magazines, pamphlets, and newspapers (named in previous
units) from the browsing table.

Class spelling

lists made of works frequently used and often misspelled.

Lists found in standardized tests.

B. Desired:

McKeets

~

vocabulary of Child.rents

Themes, University of Iowa.
Appraisal:

Radi~

Recording Machine.

Do pupils seem to manifest concern about

their usage?

Do you observe the formation of cor-

rect language habits?

Is there any improvement in

spelling, in word recognition, and in vocabulary?
Do they seem to increase in ability to hold their
classmatets attention in oral reading?

What

changes have been made in interpretation and 1n
retelling what they have read?
Tests:

Analysis of test papers.
Observation of pupils' oral and written activities.
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study of cumulative records of pupils.
The interest in the projects and apparent improvement in daily class work, as a whole, suggested progress, but the general out of class English
has not been very noticeably improved in most
oases.

CHAPTER III
CONCLUSION, SUMMARY, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose o f ~ section:
l. To make a summary of the work.
2. To state the value of the proposed program in
view of the improvement made by the experimental group, as revealed by tests and general
observation.
3. To offer recommendations for the execution of
the proposed program.
4. To give the sources of references that have
enabled the writer to assemble materials and
make observations for the benefit of the ninth
grade pupils of the Booker T. Washington High
School, Marlin, Texas.
summarz.

Based upon a concept of grammar and rhetoric that is applicable in actual classroom procedure1 ,
the program here proposed adheres to the idea of making
situations in which the child will be able to adjust

1

Lan~age in General Education, committee on
secondaryucational CUrriculum, Chapter r:v. (All units
in the program are based on the idea given)
44
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himself to the activities of the social group. 2

The pro-

gram is outlined in a manner that attempts to meet the
needs of boys and girls so that they may live and work
satisfactorily.3
Emphasis is placed on reading to secure information
and on reading widely from various sources, using the
text as a reference work - not page after page. 4 Grammar
is taught incidentally, and usage is directed according
to the living language of today, that is, according to
the use of cultured persons in our locality.5
If the program is properly executed, the ninth grade
pupils, at the close of the year, will be able to find
any materials they need and use them intelligently.

EValuation.

In order to determine the value of the

proposed program the following findings are made known:
Upon entrance into the class in September, the pu-

2

Witty, Paul and David Hopel Readin' a n d ~ ~ cative Process, Chapter II. (see ail units
3

Smith, Dora v., Evaluatin~ Instruction in Secondary School English, Chapter I.See units 2-6T
4

Gana, Roma, Critical Readin{ Com!rehension,
Chapter VIII. (See "Textn under ma eria sin all units)
5

Lee, J.M., A Child and His Currirulum.
out the program)
-

(Through-
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pils were given the purdue placement Test.
students took the first test.

Forty-nine

The class was divided into

an experimental and a control group.

Thirty-four of the

original forty-nine were placed in the experimental group
and fifteen in the control group.

Both divisions were

enlarged and both contained practically the same number
of pupils.

They were taught by the same teacher in peri-

By the end of the first
semester, some of the original entries dropped out;

ods of the same length daily.

therefore, the record for the retest given in January
deals with twenty-eight in the experimental group and ten
in the control group.

This record was kept only of those

who entered before the first test was given in September.
Those who did not take the first test were not given
the retest.

The results are shovm in Table VI.

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF PURDUE PLACEMENT TESTS

Grades
160-169
150-159
140-149
130-139
120-129
110-119
100-109
90-99
80-89
70-79
60-69
50-59

Firs
Experi
2
2
l
3
7
3
10
6
2

2

1

l

l
5

5
7
4
6

l

1

3
4

2
3
2
2
1
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Results -of -the .;;.._____
First
=-----

-

Semester's work.

Reports from

the first semester's work show that 17 of the remaining
28 in the experimental group made term averages of 70 and

In other words, over one-half of the pupils in the

above.

experimental group passed; less than one-half of the control group passed. 6
Achievement.

On the basis of what happened, it is

the opinion of the writer that the difference came as a
resul ~ of the control group's using the usual or regular
program in English and the experimental group•s using the
proposed progr am of Language Arts.
Since the experimental group has the point of advantage to its credit, the conclusion follows that the
proposed program is worthy of consideration.
Recommendations.

That the most effective results

may be received from the Proposed Program of Language
Arts for the Ninth Grade of the Booker T. Washington
High school, the writer offers the following recommendations:
1. That the proposed program be adopted for use
by all divisions of the grade.
2. Tha t the teacher of English in the hi h

6

see footnote 15, p. 30.
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school department become the chairman of a
committee for the program of Language .Arts
throughout the system.7
3. That conferences of the teachers of Language
Arts be held at least once in every period
of six weeks.

7

The system includes the primary school, the elementary school, and the high school. Each is housed in
separate buildings. The high school has three distinct
buildings.
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